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CHAPTER I-
INTRODUCTION 
A. Introductory remarks and statement of the problem 
The human mandible, its functions, and associated structures have been 
the subject of intensive study for many years. Much has been leamed through 
this research and much remains to be learned. 
It is generally accepted that the mandible nor.mally bears a certain 
relation to the maxilla when it is in postural position, or rest position. 
~Uwdibular posture is believed by some to be the relation of the mandible to 
the maxilla when the masticatory muscles are not actively contracted but in 
a state of physiological tonus. Body posture in itself is not a phencmenon 
manifested by kinematic movement, but the many processes responsible for its 
maintenance are constantly active. Mandib}1lar posture is like body posture 
" 
in that, it alao is governed by active processes; the result of the action 
of a large number of reflexe., many of which are tonic in character. 
This investigation was designed to study the effects that changes in 
head position have on muscles associated with mandibular posture. The be-
havior of the temporal muscles (postural of the mandible), the anterior 
bellies of the digastric muscles (antagonists to the temporal muscles), and 
the superior fibers of the trapezius muscles (partially responsible for turn-
ing the head in a horizontal plane) will be recorded electr~ographicall¥, 
1 
... 
and the action potentials arising from the contractions of these musclea, 
appraised and compared. 
the data gathered from this study will add material to the body of 
knovledge at hand, thua bringing us nearer to an understanding of :some of 
the complexities asaoeiated with the behavior of the oral apparatus. 
B. Historical introduction to the problem \ 
Mants body vas once believed to be a special creation, but beginning in 
, h 
the year 1809 this belief became gradually converted to the theory of evolu-
tion. In this year (1809), three men effected a complete revolution in manta 
conception of the animal kingdom. By a strange coincidence all three were 
Frenchmen, and all were officials of the Museum of Natural History in Paria. 
The firat, Cuvier, Profenor of Comparative AnatOlllY, was bringing to-
gether the material. for his famous work on Osaements 'oasUea, awakening men 
to the knowledge that boWldless ages of teeming lite had. come and gone before 
the present era began. The second, St. lfi.n,aire, who vas in charg_ of the 
collection of Vertebrate animals, Val seeking for the cOPIIOn plan or design 
on which the bodies of vertebrate an.:hnala were built. Lamarck, who vas res-
ponsible for the Invertebrata at the lU18e1Dll, published in 1809, two small 
volumes entitled Philo.o»!!!e Zoolo&J.p, :in which he had reached the convict;... 
ion that all the living thinga to be found on the earth to-day were but the 
twigs ~f a common tree of life, whose branchea, trunk, and root were buried 
deeply in the past ages of the world. 
pc 
In. SUJllDAry, what these three scientists did was to enlarge mants con-
ception of the past (CuYier); prepare the way for those who were to preach 
the doctrine of a COllllll<m descent for aU living things (St. HUlaire); and 
that man's postUN of body hu been evolved from one which was simian or 
ape-like (Lamarck). 
3 
Darwin, in the year 1871 published his "Descent of Man" and hia con.-
ception of the evolution of hUlll&n posture can be explained by the following 
excerpt from that work. "Aa soon as some ancient member in the great series 
of the Primates came to be less arbot"'eal, owing to a change in the surround-
ing conditions, its habitual manner of progression would have been modified, 
and thus it would be rendered more .trictly quadrupedal or bipedal.... Man 
alone has become a biped; and we can, I think, partly see how he has come to 
as.ume hia erect attitude, which foms one of hia moat conspicuous chara.c-
ter..... As the progenitors of man beCame more and more erect, with their 
" 
.' . 
banda and &nD5 more and more modified for prehenaion and other purposes, 
with their feet and leg. at the same time transformed. for firm .upport and 
progression, endless other changea in atructure would have become necessary. 
The pelvis would have to be broadened, the spine peculiarly curved, .!!!!!.l!!!. 
l!!.!4 fixed_l.!! !!! altered position. all which changes have been attained by 
man •••• " 
---
4 
c. Review of the literature 
Elin lalk, a Swedish gymnastic inatructor introduced in 1911, a new 
concept in poature when ahe criticized the atiff military pOlture advocated 
at that time. She pointed out that good pOlture and freedom of motion are 
interrelated, and that both are attainable only if -a minimum amount of 
JIlUScular effort ia used. Bancroft (1917), Drew (1933), Cole and Brown (1933) 
Rathbone (1934), Denniaton (1939), and other' have agreed with JUin Falk. A 
IURIIU.tion of the objectives of the good po,tuN as it ia preaently defined 
would bea proper relation and balance of the various segmenta of the body, 
the least amount of energy utUized in maintenance of the balance, eue of 
movement, and a minimum expenditure of energy in motion. 
Po,ture is defined simply and b .. ic~y by Dorland (1951) as, "attitude 
or pOlition". Goldthwait (1916) defined good posture all, "one in ~iu.ch the 
head is held erect, the chest is fOl"Vard, the shoulders are drawn back, and 
the abdomen is retracted". Steindler (1955) goea one atep further and states 
that this definition bued on a relationship of parts is inccmplete unle.s 
point. of reference are alluded to, that are independent of the human body. 
Gravity 18 auch a factor, and it. center and line may be made to serve .. 
reference. He postulates that posture is normal when, ff.... the line of 
grav.i.ty il!terae(.ts with the spinal colW11l at certain levels and when the 
5 
inclination ot the pelTis (to the hOl"isontal. plane) is within noraal liIIits. 
with the understandi ng that these two requir-.nt. haTe a autual relation-
ship". Goldthwai.t'. detinition hold. true tor a Tery saaU minority' ot 
iBdiTidual.. Steindler lend. latitude or rauge to the basic detiJ11tion ot 
normal. po.ture. .Meyer (1873) d.escribed a relued. aDd. a aUitary ponure. 
Braune aDd 'iacher (1955) ditterentiated. between a noraal, a relaxed and. a 
military po.ition. The postural. po.itions ju.t d.escribed all ditter trom 
each other, but accordiag to the ruge described by Ste1Jldler, &1.1 till 
within the physiological limits tor nor.al posture. 
Ral.ton (1953), Hoeter (1941), Kelton and Wright (1949), Weddel (1944) 
and Cl ..... (1951) JULinta1a that bocly po.ture i. uinta.1ned to a .ignifi-
cant degree through a Tariable amount ot balaac1ng ot body parts on the 
boll)" skeleton, by tissue elasticity, or the pas.i.,.e .tretch tension ot the 
tascial sheeta, ligament., aDd. .... 01 •• before _tor unit actiTity is called 
" 
into play. All exper:iaental. 11111,..18 ot the",. tactor. wu 1Iad. by K'~ton and 
Wright (1949). 
Hell_rudt (1938) .tudied. the upright .tanc. in a poup ot ten adult 
WOIIeD ad the cent.r ot wei&ht vas shown to shitt iDce.santly. She concluded 
that .tlAdina au.t b. looked upon as a dynai.c phenoaenon. It is in rel1ity 
IIOT __ t Up08 & .tationary baa. that conataatly .tiallat.. DeW str.tch atter-
ent., which probably accounts tor the uynchrououa rotation ot JIOtor unita 
that characterised po.tural contraction. 
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1. Postural Reflexes 88 described by Magno (1926) 
The reflex mechanilu that govern the orientation of the head in &pace, 
the position of the head. in relation to the trunk and the appropriate ad-
jWlltmints of limbs and. eyes to the position of the head, are called. into 
action by afferent impulses discharged trOlll receptor. .ituated in the 
vestibular apparatus, neck muscles, retina, and. in the body vall or limb 
muacle •• 
Magnus divide. postural reflexes into two main groups, static and 
stato-kinetic. 
Static reflexes are general and local. or segaaental. The general static 
reactions are the righting reaction. and the stato-tonic reflexe.. These 
reactions were called general, by Magnus, because all four 11mbs or the 
entire body i. involved. 
Righting reaction. involve five .eparate type. of reflex. These arel 
the labyrinthine righting reflexes acting :upon the neck muscles, the neck 
righting rene.s acting upon the body, the body righting reflexes acting 
upon the head, the body righting reflexes acting upon the body, and the 
optic righting reflexes. Magnus vu able to demonstrate these reflexes on 
a thalamic animal. (an animal who .. cerebral hemisphere. have been removed, 
leaVing the optic thalami intact) vith the exception of the optic righting 
reflexes because their center is cortical. When a thal8llic rabbit ia 
auspended by the pelvis the head tums until it aaawnoa ita normal position 
in space due to the labyrinthine righting reflexes acting upon the neck 
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JlUacles. When the labyrin:thii of the same aniIIal .. r. d..atro,.., the head. 
hung limply downward. WIle a tl1al~ anilaal. is laid on its side on a table 
the h.ad is raiaed to the normal. position due to the labyrinthine renGea. 
But, the contracUon of the neck DUaclea that rota.te the head set up pro-
prioceptiv. impulau tha.t excrt an influence upon the JlUacle,s of the body 
that rotate it to a position that u noraal with the head. This, of oourse, 
is the u.eck righting reflex actiDg upon the body. AD animal with both 
lab;yrintha 4 •• tro;yed, vb. laid on its aide, beha'Yes aimilarly. This U 
due tv tho ..,,..trJ.cal ati.DlUation of exteroceptora in the body vall. 'l'hia 
exeaplifiea the bodY' righting reflex acting on the head. When the .I_ 
api-a] ia agaiA la.i.d on its aide, but this tiaIe the head held down, the body 
right" it"elf. 1'h.1s is due to tho u.,...trical pressure acting on the body 
exerting a refla effect on the akoletal IIlSculature. '1'hia illustrat.s the 
bod:r r~tin, retla acting on the body. The optical righting refle.1Ces are 
initiated Wough retinal iJlpr.saiona. A. Il9nul aniJIaJ. with only the lab,.-
rintlL$ de.troyed. will recover' ita upright position as a result of the optic 
rightiD& reaction. It the e,..s of thh ... aniMl are oovered, the right-
ina abilit,. is lost. 
local or s.pental. atati.c refl.e. were w.ustrated bY' Magnns on a 
apiaal. or decerebrate animal <Ill animal with bra:1n st .. trauected at an,. 
l.,.el b.t ....... the anterior colli.cull and the vestibular nuclei). When the 
paw of a decerebrate animal i.t pricked the flexor muscles of the ankle, 
kn •• aDd hip contract .trongl,. aDd the atenaors are iIlh.ih1ted. 'l'hi.s 18 
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the flexion or withdrawal. reflex. A clllllplete ~ft'.raal takes place in the 
opposite l..i..IIi>. 111e CiXtew:Jor IIIlsclea contract and the flexora are inhibited. 
lhia is the cros~ed extension reflex. When the aniaal.~ paw ia painfully 
stimulate the flexor lIUiicle.::a contract to withdraw the 1iab while contrac-
tion of tho extenaors of the opposite 11mb stiffen it for the support of 
the body. 
St&to-kinetJ.c or attitu.d1nal. reflexes are brought into action by actual. 
JIOvementa of the head. The tome U'byriAthine and neck refiexei influence 
the tone of tile skeletal muscle. and ll&intain the different parts of the 
bod,. in an attitude appropriate to a giv.a position of ~e head. the.e 
renue.::a wore inVestigated by Magmas in decerebrate animaJ i (righting reflex 
abolished). 'the liAbyrinthine proprioceptOi"i were brought into play by alter-
ing the position of the head in relation to tIte d:i.menaiona of space. .Laby-
rint.hino ren .... .-rt an ~ on the- tone of the extensor DIl$clea· 
that ia in the .... direction in all four limb.. The proprioceptora.,in 
the neck JIIlaclea wert brought into play when the position of the head. 1.1 
altered relat1ve to the body. Neck reflexes exert their influence on the 
fore an4 hiad liDabs in opposite directions. 
The attitudinal reflexes are highly iJlportant in the coordination of 
of the postural. 8lIcle.s of an illtact animal. When an animal turna to one 
side the liJllb. of that side are stiffened to support the body. Another 
exUlple cited by MagmlS is where a cat looking up into a tree at .. bird, 
extends the forelimbs and flexes the him! limbs. This places the back at 
------------------.................. 
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a suitable inclination which, in turn, :improves the position of the head and. 
eyes, and places the entire body in a potential springing poaition. 
In auaaary, the righting refleus aerve to maintain the normal. upright 
poaition of the body or to reatore this position it, for aOlll8 reason, the 
anima) ia thrown on hia back or aide. The local static reflex is responsible 
for i.JDJJIIdiate respon •• to an untoward reaction that disturba the body support. 
the atate-kinetic reflex is responsible for adjustmenta of l.babs and eyes to 
head change. in apace due to movement of the neck or the whole body. 
Since the tu. of Lamarck and Darwin, othera have tried and succeeded 
in analysing the varioUol phyai010gical components that explain human posture. 
the re.ult. of cluaic experiments perforad by men such as Sherrington 
(1925), Magnus (1926), Denny-Brown (1927), 8zentagotha! (1948), and IJ.oyd. 
(1943) prompted other. such .. Brodie (1941), Thompaon (1946), Moyers (1950), 
Pntsanaky (1953), Perry (1955), Jarabak (1957), and lIWly others to reappraise 
the phen ___ reoognized aa the reat posi~1_ of the m.andible. the re.ults 
" 
" 
of the work of the.e IIIUl haa, thua far, indicated that the muacle. that are 
re8ponaible for opening and closing the rundible are govemod by the s .. 
rules that apply to JIlU.Icl.s that are postural for the rest of the body • 
• at position of the mandible has been studied .ince 1908 (Bennet), 
largely on a clinical buia. 8icher and tandler (1928) regarded tonus of the 
masticatory muac1e. &I being responsible tor the maintenance of rest position. 
they alao aaid that reat position of the mandible is constant for an in-
dividual so long as it is measured with the head not only oriented. to the 
--
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same plane in space, but also in the same relation to the neck and cheat. 
Niswonger (1934-38) I Gillia (1941), and Swenson (1948) concluded that 
the rest position is a neutral position of the mandible maintained by the 
reciprocal. coordination of the opening and closing DIl1scles. Booa (1948), 
Kelly and Langheinz (1943) developed instruments that would mechanically 
,reveal the correct mandibular rest position, the underlying theory being 
that a critical point exists at which a muscle can exert the greatest force 
in contraction. 
The results of Thompson's (1946) extensive cephalometric atudy of the 
mandibular rest position have shown that the mandible usumes its positional 
relationship to the head early in life, and changes proportionately less 
than U regardless of age or number of teeth. A. finding that is in accord-
ance with Brodie'a (1941) conclusion regarding this same phenomenon. He 
further conclude.. The mandibular rest pOSition is determined by a balance 
of the muaculature which suspend. the mandible, affected neither by the 
pre.ence or absence of teeth. When the mandible is in relt position the 
apace between the upper and lower occlusal surfaces of the teeth i8 about 
2-lmm in the normal individual. 
Thompson's reaearch findings very closely parallel the descriptions of 
Niawonger (1934) and Gillis (1941) whose studiea were clinical in nature. 
Thome (1953), Coulombe (1954) and Rosenstein (1955) completed cephalo-
metric studies of the rest position of the mandible the results of which, 
served to substantiate the findings of Thompson (1946). 
The eleetromycgraphic studies of Moyers (1949), Carlaco (1952), and. 
MacDougall and Andrew (1953) revealed the elevator muscles of the mandible 
to be electrically ailent when the mandible was at the rest position. 
Carlaoo (1952) was able to detect faint activity (one or two motor units) 
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in the temporal mu.scle when the mandible wu in habitual rest position. He 
states. complete relaxation ot all the muscle portions is probably impossi-
ble, sinee a certain amount of activity ia presUJllably neeessary to counter-
act the ettect of gravity on the mandible. He alao noted that the temporal 
wu the tirst JD.U8Cle to respond to the appli&ction of amAll loada applied 
to the mandible. 
Jarabak (1957) in studying vertical mandibular movaments noted the 
temporal and meaaeter muaclea to be electrically ailent when the mandible 
was depressed slowly from the rest position, to an interoccluaal opening of 
l5mm. When the mandible wa elevated slowly from reat position to occlusal 
contact of the teeth, electrical sUence vas again noted in the two DlUaclea. 
At the point of light occlusal contact alight detectable activity wu re-
corded from the muaclea. He further states that preaent elec1:l"omyographic 
equipment is not sensitive enough to recont. motor activity from very ,low 
marginal movementa on either .ide of the rest position. The.e findings 
avee with Steindler. (1955) concept of body posture in which he maintains 
that normal. posture 1s not rigid but is accompanied by a slight range in 
position. 
Halbert (1958) in a study simllar to that of Jarahak (1957) recorded 
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activity from both the temporal and masaeter muscles, but the .. were recorded 
when the mouth waa, "open wide" and in "forced occlusion", no mention being 
made as to the point of opening or closing at which electrical activity V&.1I 
detected. 
Prusansky (1955) reported the results of an electromyographic .study 
dealing with voluntary head rotation and its effect on the electrical be-
havior of temporal and maa.seter muscle.s. Thb was carried out on one aubject 
who voluntarily rotated hi.s head 90 degrees to the right or left, while 
maintaining hia head in the lame horizontal plane. The result.s revealed a 
regular pattern of low amplitude activity trOll the temporal muscle.s, and the 
masseter. showed little or no activity. 
Halbert (1958b) in an electromyographic study of head position studied 
15 subjects during various moTements and positions of the head. Findings 
during rotation ot the head to the right revealed action potentials elicited 
from the post-cervical muaclea of that side and from the infrahyoid, muscles 
of the opposite side. The result. were reversed during rotation of the head 
to the left. 
2. .Anatomy and Physiology 
The skeletal or voluntary muscle as described by Maximov and Bloom (1952) 
baa as its basic unit, the muscle fiber. This cell is multinucleated and 
conaists of a protoplasmic mass, the sarcoplasm, and thin croas-striated 
fibrils, myofibrila which are preaent in large numbers parallel to one 
another in the sarcoplasm. Each fiber u covered by a thin transparent 
,At 44 a$ 
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• true turle sa m.embranli), the sarcolema. Several combined muacle fiber. con-
stitute a prilllary bWldlc; .several primary bundles combine to form a secondary 
bWldle; the secondary bWldles ccmbine to iorm tertiary bundles and so on. A 
skeletal muscle then, is composed of muscle bundles varyi.ng in sue and n.ua.. 
bar according to i.ts size and f~,ction. 
The arra.tl&~nt of the fiber bundlea .in a DILl"cle ia correlated with the 
power of muaole. In.01IIO muacle8 the fiber bundle. are parallel with the 
long axis of the DlWIcle. If the fiber. converge to one aide of a tendon 
which run" tho length of the muaclo, it ia called pennifora. When the fiber. 
converge to both aide. of a tendon, the muacle ia bipenniform. A DlWIcle ia 
radiate when the fiber. converge from a broad aurface to a narrow tendinou. 
point. The elevator, protruaor and d.preaaor muaclea of tho ma.ndible have 
one or two and even a combination of all three fiber arrange.nta. 
Much of the following u.terial hu been t.en from Beat and Taylor 
(1945), Fulton (1949), Sherrington (1952),~ a,nd fulton (1955). 
The action of a muscle 18 contraction. Tenaion, the re.ult of contrac-
tion, ia a ~amental property of DlWIcle. The body utilized muacle tension 
in several. ways. A. contra.cting .iIiUScle may shorten and produce a movement of 
part. as in walking or lifting an object. Thi.i ia tenned the dynamic func-
tion of a mulcle. rick (1882) called this type of contraction, i"otonic; 
a "hortening of the muacle fiber. under a given load. !he teaaion developed 
in a contracting lllUICle that doe. not shorten ia used in reai"ting an oppos-
ing foro II such ali gravity, or in the prevention of movement. This ia termed 
b 
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the static function of muscle. lick (1882) referred to this type of contrac-
tion as isometriC, contraction without change in muscle length. 
The basic functional unit of skeletal mu8cle is the motor unit. It waa 
defined anatomically u the ventral horn cell and the group of muscle fibers 
which it innervates. Denny-Brown (1929) 11 ... the first to record. the response 
of a single motor neuron. $herrington (1929) defined it as all of the volun-
tary muscle fibers supplied by one anterior horn cell or lower motor neuron. 
Gardner (1948) describes the anatomy of the motor unit thualYI Axons 
of motor neurona leave the spinal cord and brain stem via ventral roots or 
cranial nervea and eventually reach skeletal muaclea. Eac.h axon entering a 
muscle dividea into a number of aecondary branchea. Each of these terminates 
by plunging directly into the sub8tance of a 8ingle muscle fiber forming a 
specialized terminal know ... a motor end plate or myoneural junction. Clua-
tered around the end of each such nerve twig are a number of DItlacle fiber 
nuclei. At this end plate a nerve impulse excites or initiates the' contrAC-
tion of the muscle fiber. 
The size of a motor unit is dependent on the number of individual muscle 
fibers innervated. in that unit. Whether a JlUscle performs discriminatory or 
gross tuks ia purely dependent on the innervation ratio per motor unit and 
the number of motor units per muscle. 
A single muscle fiber does not contract. When a motor nerve receives 
adequate stimulus, the impulse activates all the fibers in a motor unit to 
contract. If the stimulus is inadequate, none of the tibers in the motor 
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unit contract. This ia baaically the "all-or-none" law of Keith Lucas (1909) 
Three seta of muscles, the internal pterygoida, the muaetera, and the 
temporals are responsible for elevating the mandible. The maaaeter muscle 
is the most auperficial and powerlul of the three. In lona, the museter 
resembles a rectangular plate. Ita origin is in the zygomatic arch, frOlll 
where it proc •• downward and distally to insert into the lateral aurlace 
of the mandibular ramus. 
The internal pterygoid is the medial counterpart ot the II&8sewr mu.aele. 
It is auller than the muaeter and consequently weaker. It originates main-
ly in the pterygoid fo.sa. Some fiber. ariae directly frClll the _dial .urfact 
of the lateral pterygoid plate, and the moat inferior fibera arise from the 
outer aurface of the lateral pterygoid plate near it. lower end. .From this 
point the origin of the.e fibers extends anteriorly to the inferior aurface 
of the pyramidal proce •• of the palatine bone and. even to the adjacent parts 
of the JIl&XUlary tubero.ity. From the.e po~ts of origin, the tiber. run 
inferiorly and downward to in.ert into the medial surface of the mandibular 
angle. 
The temporal 18 a large flat fan shaped muscle that originate a largely 
in the temporal fo.sa. . A great number of fibera alao originate from an 
aponeuroaia fused to the inner surface of the temporal fucia. From their 
points or origin the DlU8cle liber. proceed downward, converge and. pan through 
the opening between the zygomatic arch and the lateral aurlace of the skull. 
The fibers insert into the coronoid proceaa u tar interiorly as the ramus 
b 
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of th'" mandible. 
The Trapezius is a flat, triangular muscle, covering the upper part and 
back part of the neck and shoulders. It originates from the external occipi-
tal protuberance and the medial third of the superior nuchal line of the 
occipital bone, from the ligamentum nuchae, the spinous process of the 
seventh cervical, and the spinous proce.ses of all the thoracic vertebrae. 
'rom their origin, the superior fibers proceed downward and lateralward, the 
middle fibera horizontally lateralward, and the inferior fibera upward and 
lateralward. The supe~ior fibers insert into the posterior border of the 
lateral third of the claTiele. The middle fibera insert into the medial 
margin of the acromion and into the superior lip of the posterior border of 
the spine of the scapula. The interior tibers end in an aponeurosis that 
glides OTer the _dial end of the spine of the scapula and in.ert into a 
tubercle at the apex. 
m parts of the trapeziUS acting toge~r rotate the scapula,., raising 
the point of the shoulder in full abduction and fiexion ot the arm. The 
upper part (superior fibers) of one aide, either right or left, draws the 
head toward the same sid. and. tuma the tace to the opposite side. Both 
right and. left superior fibers acting together draw the head directly back-
ward. 
The Trapezius muacle when coupled with the Sternoc1eidomapt.Dideus com.-
riaes the lateral cervical muscle group. The aynergystie action of these 
two muscles ia largely responsible for turning the head to the shoulder of 
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tile swue siJ~ and the chin tc the opposite aide. Both right and left muscles 
actin~ togel:her bring the head forwa.rd and elevate the chin at the SalDlt time. 
rho differ~m: actio~ c.f Trape.iua ~and other musclea} depeud on fixation of 
one or ~le other attachment by other muscle groups. 
'the DigMtric Jll.Wicle is a part of the Suprahyoid muscle group. It con-
sists of an an:tcricr and posterior belly united by a round, strong central. 
tcndml. The muscle is located below the body of the mandible extending from 
the mastoid process to the mandibular symphysis in an arc. The posterior 
belly is the longer and arises from the JIlUtoid notch of the temporal bone. 
It puses downward and fa~grd. 'lbe anterior belly originate. from a de-
pression on the .inner side of the lower border of the mandible near the 
symphysis, and pUlSes downward and backward. Both bellies end in the inter-
mediate tendon which, in turn, perforates the .tylohyoid macle. The tendon 
1a fut.ned to the hyoid bone by a loop of fiOOr. made up of the cervical 
fucia which are attached to the greater hQ:rn and aide of the body"of the 
hyoid bone. 
fulton (1949) and other physiologist. describe the aimplest reaction of 
the nervous system as being the aegmental reflex, a reaction evoked by af-
ferent impulaes entering the spinal cord at the level from which the motor 
impulse. emerge. 
According to Whytt (1755), the study of reflex physiology probably had 
ita beginning in the year 1730. At that t.i.me Stephen Hales in an lUlpublished 
experiment noted that although a frog be decapitated" the legs would withdraw 
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when pinched. He also noted that this reaction disappeared. when the spinal 
cord waa destroyed. Whytt repeated the experiment and camo to the a_ con-
clusion, his memorable contribution being the introduction of the worda 
"stimulua" (for pinch) and "reaponae" (for reaction). 
The word "reflex" wu introduced by Unser (1771) in describing thia 
sensorimotor reaction. He iI alao credited with the introduction of the 
terma "afferent" and "efferent". 
Hall (1833) added to the body of knowledge at hand. concerning reflex 
activity by hia analysis of segmental, interaegmental and IUpraaegaental 
renexea. H1a conclusions were that the spinal cord ia made up of a chain 
of aegmenta, each .segment being a fwctional entity with ita own .separate 
retlex arc, and that the interaction of theae arca with each other and with 
the higher center of the nervoua 3yatem. produce "coordinated. moveaaent". But 
it was lett to Sherrington (l899) to correctly analyse 'the aegaental retlex 
mechaniaru. Thereafter moat work done on tonG mechani .. hu been an 
elaboration baaed on the findings of Sherrington. 
The flexor reflex is the aimplut awl BIOst pr.i.ldtive pattern ot response 
of higher vertebrates. It 18 the mechani_ responsible tor withdrawing an 
extremity trOll injury. Sherrington in hia writinga refers to it aa a 
"nociceptive" responae, the reaction to a noxioua stimulus. 
Scelea and Sherrington (1931) revealed that flexor reflexes differ from. 
the .stretch reflex in al.most every detail. Reflex flexion ia prOllLOted by 
atimulation of alJDost any nene in the limb, and the reaction itself is 
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ipsilateral, flexor contraction occuring in the limb that ia injured. 
The simplest 'o~ of a reflex arc is described by Gardner (1948) &I a 
three-neuron reflex arc. The three neurons involved are: The afferent 
neuron from the receptor; the intemuncial neuron in the gray matter of the 
coni, and. the efferent neuron to the etfector. 
the stimulation of receptors in either the akin or in the deeper tissue. 
will reflexly activate the flexor DIU.Cle.. thia waa demonstrated by IJ.oyd 
(1943) when he recorded retlex discharge. from a ventral root and showed 
a poly.ynaptic reflex discharge in response to afferent stimulation of a 
cutaneoua nerve. When the DJWIcle nerve vas stimulated, a monosynaptic reflex 
discharge vaa noted. 
If a pull is exerted on the tendon of a DlWJcle causing the DIllIcle to 
utend, it actively resists the extending force. Thia active resiatance 
of the muscle to extenaion is a contraction of reflex nature, the .stretch 
reflex. The afferent neurons for thia reflex are in the _.scle itSelf, 
stimulated into activity by tension receptors. The stretch reflex then, is 
a proprioceptive reflex. Liddell and Sherrington (1925) weN the first to 
illuatrate the stretch reflex from their study of the decerebrated aniJaa1 
in vhich exaggeration of postural tone facilitates elicitation of the 
response. 
All muscles respond to a stretch stimulus, but in varying degrees. 
Denny-Brown (1929) reported the atretch reflex most fully developed in the 
muacles of physiological extension, or the IlUScles that counteract the force 
bz 
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of gravity and pennit the organism to maintain a posture in the face ot 
gravitational. attraction. The muscles that fall into this category are the 
extensor musclea of the limb joint. and the elevators of the lower jaw. 
It is known, based on hiatolog!cal. evidence, that the cell bodiea ot 
the proprioceptor. ot the jaw IIlU8cles lie in the Jll!sencephalic mucleua ot 
the Trigeminal nerve. Furthermore, potentials in the mesencephalic root ot 
the nerve weN detected by Corbin and Harri.on (1940) on atretching the jaw 
muscles in cats. Cooper, Daniel and Whitteridge (1953) obtained responses 
trom a single motor tmit which contormed with the characteristic pattern ot 
discharge given by a muscle spindle when it is stretched. These responses 
originated from the first neurona of the proprioceptors ot the jaw muscle., 
and the cell bodies ot these proprioceptors form part of the mesencephalic 
nucleus ot the trigeminal nerve. 
Sb.errington (1924) placed a great deal of significance on the function 
of .tretch reflexes. He pointed out thatri,th slight shilts in position, the 
influence of gravity is shifted and the distribution of stretch is changed. 
Altered gravitational influence are compensated for by succeeding changes 
in the di.tribution of the reflex. The body then maintains ita posture by 
reflex adjustment. 
According to Gardner (1948) the stretch or myotatic reflex I"educed to 
& z 
its .imple.t form involves two neurons with one intervening synaptic junction. 
Lloyd (1943) described monosynaptic reflex paths more specifically as 
being tormed by a direct connection between primary afterent neurons and 
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IlOtoneurons. The afferent neurons end peripherally in stretch receptora of 
a muscle. Centrally, these neurons make excitatory connection with mote-
neurons that supply this muscle along with its synergists. They also make 
iru~ibitory connection with motoneurone that supply its antagonists. Activa-
tion of a monosynaptic reflex pathway is achieved by applying traction upon 
a muscle. This stimulates the stretch receptors, which .. in turn, deliver an 
asynchronous shower of afferent impulses to the spinal cord. An asynchronoua 
shower of motor impulses delivered back to the muscle will cause it to con-
tract smoothly. 
The mesencephalic tract of the trigeminus is the only place in the 
central pathways of cranial nerves where a monosynaptic reflex arc exists, 
The sensory nerves which fom monosynaptic reflex arcs are anatomically 
separate from those that do not enter into the formation of these arcs. This 
is based on negative results obtained following incurred lesions of the 
Gasserian ganglion of the trigeminal root; 
Szentagothai (1948) results compare with Corbin and Harrison (1940) in 
that they recorded electrical activity from the mesencephalic tract when the 
masticatory muscles were atretched passhrely. This was done by simply de-
preasing the mandible. 
These results are important because they give &latomical teatimony to 
the poatulatea of neurophysiologists conceming th,~ simplicity of the reflex 
&!"C of stretch :reflexes. It was also shown anatomically that stretch trig-
ger~d the afferent function of the neuromuscular spinJles, concepts original!, 
tnz 
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set forth by Fulton (1928) and Matthews (1931). Lloyd (1943) postulated that 
the monosynaptic r~flex arc is the sole mediator of the stretch reflex, & 
fae'C substantiated by anatomical evidence submitted by S~enta.gothai (1948). 
Cajal (1911), in Golgi preparations, ahowed that the processes of the 
mesencephalic tract neurons give reflex collaterals to the meter ganglion 
cells of the trigeminal meter nucleua before jeining the meter root of the 
trigeminal. nerve. This, then foras a two-neuron reflex arc of the mastic .... 
tory muaclea. At thia aame point in the mesencephalic tract neurons, a fever 
nwuber of reflex collaterals were shown leading to the motor nuclei supplying 
the infrahyoid muscles. 
The infrahyoid DIllacl.s in combination with the suprahyoid I11118clea are 
the kno'tll1 antagonista of the anti.-gravity JlUBCles of the head. Hence, the 
collateral leading to the motor nuclei of the infrahyoid group may be con.-
sidered as inhibitory fibers, a poatulate brought forth by Lloyd (1946) • 
.. 
Th. quostion of inhibitory collaterw· leading to the suprahyoid group 
antagoniata directly from the trigeadnus itaelf ia important if the theory of 
central inhibition is to hold true. At present Szentagothai admits only that 
the coliateral yielding inhibition are very few. 
3. Muscle Tonua 
According to Sherrington (1947), akeletal. muscle tone refers to a per-
aiatent backgro\U1d of active JIlUScle contraction in varying degree, due to 
continual. activation of aome JUUScle fibers by a per"iatent bombardment of 
motor nerve impulses arising in the central nervous syatelU. rae degree of 
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atretch of a reating muscle, acting via the stretch rel.Lex, is thought to be 
at least partially respollaible for producing this tonic discharge from the 
central nervous ay$t~m. Shifts ill position at a joint, by increaaing the 
stretch of' an antigra.vity muscle a.t the joint, are supposed to increase ~e­
£lexly the tonic contraction 01 this muacle, restore the joint to its orig-
inal. poaition, awl provide autcmatic maintenance of a standing poatun. 
Ralaton (1953) agrees with Sherrington (1947) in that there is 110 ques-
tion that auch tone exiats in various experimental preparations (decerebrate 
and. thalamic). He further states, lfasaumptionB about the significance cf 
such tone for the motor iWlctiou of the normal animal have given riae to 
serious e~rors in phyaiological thjnking and teachinglt • Ii active tone, 
exiats in the normal resting hu;man aubject, action potentiaJ.8 in skeletal 
muscles corresponding to the continual firing of the muacle fibers by their 
motor nerv •• ahould. be detected. In eleetrotJ1yographic studies of both normal 
and cineplutic amputees at rest and. duri.ngactivity Ralaton and o't1\ers ob-
ael'V'ed that, "in the NJ.axed human subject, sitting or lying down, there 18 
no detectable persia tent background of electrical activity in the many JllUScle 
that have been examined in the trunk, limbs, and java. The muacle. remained 
electrically ailent unleaa they were tensed. 
Kelton and Wright (1949) in a study of euy standing reported that all 
D1U.icles atud.1ed were allent for long period::s of time except the anterior 
tibial and soleus Dl1.I.Iiclea. In theile, activity waa not continuouB and wa.s 





A. bperimental. Design 
In plamdng this experiment to lend itself to a specific statistical. 
design, it was necessary to euYision the following sources of variation: 
selected .. cles, test periods or hours within the day, days of the week, 
groups aelected by DUJDbers ad positions of teeth, aubjecta within the.e 
groupa, and rotational speeds of the light spot. 
In planning a aediull design tor thi8 exper1aent, it was decided to 
employ a tour-by-four Qraeco-lAtin square (1ig. 15) siDee no interactions 
were antiCipated. The row. of the square represented the test periods 
mentioned. above, the colU1118 reprea ... ted examination days; the two diagonals 
repre.ented group. and the subjects within the.e groups. The media. of the 
experiment consiated of the six selected ~cle. belonging to the .ubjects 
mentioned. abcve. These DIlScle. will be campletely :identified below. 
Quantities to be .. asured during the perfol"JUllCe ot the exper1aent 
were; time of incidence of _.cul&r activity, time ot cessation ot II.l8cular 
activity, duration ot muscular activity, and sequence ot aaacular activity. 
The general. null bypotheaia ia that there is no significant difter-
ence attributable to ~ ot the aouree. ot variation. 
In order to usure having a valid eatiaate of the error variance, the 





data are observed, this length of uncertainty for any single determination 
appears to be reasonable. 
Since one of the objectives of the experiment was to arrive at a 
knowledge of the order in which the selected muscles vent into activity 
as the subject's head was rotated, it was attained by taking the average 
of the times at which a certain minimal activity was recorded from a given 
IIlUBcle, as the head began its tuming cycle. It should be emphasized that 
this average DI1st include the reading obtained from the chosen muscle every 
time it was examined in every subject and in each replication. Thia_ana 
that each average containa exactly 64 pieces of information. The analysia 
of variance table. POW that in each speed J there is a significant differ-
ence among the average starting times for the six selected muscles. 
The cessation of activity for the.. same DlUscles was computed in a 
manner similar to that described above and the results of this for the fast 
rotational .peed were analysed to reveal their variances and their 'averages. 
These calculations provide the information of Table IV and the graphs used 
in presenting the findings of this experiment. 
C. Materials 
Sixteen subject. were used in this .tudy. The subjects vere selected 
to fit into one of four preselected groupings determined by malocclusion 
or number of teeth present. 
Group I (4 subjects) 
Group II (4 subjects) 
••• 
••• 
01&1. I (Angle's classification) 
Cl&8s II (Angle's classification) 
Group III (4 subjects) ••• Partially &dentulous (one or mere teeth 
missing, but not all; 
Group IV (4 subjects) ••• Edentulous (all teeth missing) 
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Members of Groups I, II, and III were caucasian, male and between the 
ages of twenty and thirty years. All were members of the Loyola University 
Dental School, Class of 1959. Members of Group IV were between the ages 
of fourteen and sixty-five years and were patients registered in the clinic 
of the Loyola Dental School. 
The muscles selected for study were the anterior fibers of the right 
and left temporal muscles, the anterior bellies of the right and left 
digastric muscles, and the superior fibers of the right and left trapezius 
JD'WIcles. 
Paired lllU.Icles were used because of the nature of the experiment. In 
turning the head horizontally to the left with the mandible maintained in 
the po,tural position, it was thought that a camparuon of the muaoular 
" 
activity of both .ides of the head and mandible should be made. As was 
mentioned earlier (Pages 15 to 11 ), the anterior fibers of the temporal 
muscles are representative of a ,roup of muscles that act as po,tural or 
elevator muacles of the mandible. The anterior bellies of the digaatric 
muscles are representative of a group of muacles that are antagonistic to 
the action of the mandibular postural muaclea. Finally, the superior fibers 
of the trapezius muacles represent the group of muscles partiy responsible 
for turning the head in a horizontal plane. 
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D. Apparatus 
A six-channel Offner Electroencephalograph. Type A, modified for elec-
tromyograph1c work, was used to record action potentials from the muscles 
observed in this study (Figure 1). This unit consisted of the electrode 
terminal box 1IOtmted in the Faraday cage (Figure 2), the necessary amp-
lifiers, power supplies (Figure 1) .. and a crystograph (Figure 3). An extra 
pen was added to the crystQgraph which vas used to provide a time base on 
the chart (Figure 3-a). Auxiliary mit. conaisted of an audio oscillator 
(figure l-a) and microvolt calibrator (Figure I-b), a timing oscillator 
(Figure 6-a) which drove the extra pen on the crystograph and had provision 
for manual events marking. There wu also an audio amplifier (Figure l-c) 
with loudspeaker to provide audible monitoring of the action potentials. 
Associated with this equipment. there was a dual-beam cathode ray oscillo-
scope (Figure l-d) which was used to monitor individual channels. A con-
ventional ohmmeter was employed in measuring electrode-skin resistance 
(Figure 4). 
three types of electrodes were used; a ground electrode (Figure 5-a), 
a :reference electrode (Figure 5-b), and monopolar disk electrodes (Figure 5-0) 
A. Faraday cage (Figure 6), measuring 4 feet square and 6 feet high in-
side, was Wied to hold the optical components of the equipment (Figure 7-a). 
A wooden hoop about three feet in diameter was rigidly lllCun.ted within the 
cage in a horizontal plane about four feet above the floor (Figure 7-b). 
Suspended from this hoop there wa.s a white paper acreen that was adjusted 
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in circumfer-ential length .so that it covered just one-fourth of the periMter 
(90 degrees) of the hoop. A stool wu positioned in the lliddle of the cage 
so that the seated subject would have his head in the center of the hoop. 
When looking straight ahead, he would be able to see the right-hand end of 
the screen (Figure 7). 
The means of persuading the sub ject to turn his head. through the pre-
scribed ninety degree arc was to have him follow & moving spot of light 
around the previoWlly mentioned .creen. WhUe one central light source 
would have been satisfactory, it vas decided to use three separate light 
sources, equally spaced, so that only a single spot was visible on the 
screen (Figure 7) at a time. This eliminated a long waiting period between 
the disappearance of one spot at the left end of the screen and the appear-
ance of the new spot at the right end of the screen. 
Located immediately above the head of the subject was a cluster of 
three small electric bulbs with reflectors -(Fi&'Ure 7). These were mounted 
-, 
on a ~ metal disk so that their beams of light were projected radially 
one hundred twenty degroees apart around a horizontal plane. .Actually, the 
beams were tipped slightly downward so that the spots were thrown on the 
white screell just a rew inches below its top edge. This cluster of lights 
was mounted on the bottom cnd of a steel shaft that passed upward through 
the roof of the cage to a gear-box and adjustable-speed motor (Figure 6-c). 
Power for the srJ.al.l electric bulbs was supplied by a flashlight battery 
affixed to the steel shaft (Fi6~e 7). 
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In order to have an automatic means for recording the incidence of a 
light spot at the right-hand end of the acreen, a three-lobe cam was attached 
to the steel shaft at a point just above the roof of the cage. This cam 
would actuate a amall switch which W&8 connected to the manual-eventa marker 
in the timing oac~ator. The cam W&I synchronized with the three lights. 
A apecial pair of spectacles was worn by the subjects so that their 
field of Vision in a horuontal plane Va.t very narrow (Figure 8). The lens 
portions of the spectacles were completely blocked except for a one-fourth 
inch vertical alit that ran through the center ot each lens. This insured 
having the subject follow the light spot by rotating his head through the 
full ninety degrees (.Figures 7 and. 9). 
E. Methods 
Rather than testing subjects over an indetinite period ot time, test 
periods were arranged at two-hour intervals beginning at 8 A.M. and ending 
at 5 P.M. Thia was done to determine, it ~ .. ible, the variations in mus-
cular activity after a night of rest, a tull JIIOrning's work, the mid-day 
lunch break, and the end ot the working day. Therefore, one subject was 
tested from 8 A.M. to 10 A.M. including one replication. The next subject 
was tested during the 10 A.M. to 12 A.M. inte:rval. Subject number three 
was tested between 1 P.M. and 3 P.M., aDd the last subject of a day between 
3 P.M. and 5 P.M. 
At the rate of testing tour subjects a day, four days would be necessary 
to include all sixteen subjects in the study. The days selected were Satur-
i. 
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day, Sunday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, being equally divided between so-called 
"days of nat" and "days of work". 
Since the buic purpose of thia experiment wu to be a atudy of the 
activity cf certain II1U8cles that governed mandibular po.ture, four buic 
dental. type. wen chosen. These were divided into four groups, each group 
made up of four individuals. Group I was to represent the normal dentition. 
The members of this group were to have a full compliment of teeth in both 
upper and low dental. arches. The teeth and jaws were to be nonaally opposed. 
Membera of Group II were also to have a full compliment of l;eeth, but the 
relation of the java V&I such that the maxillary teeth occluded forward or 
med.ial to the mandibular teeth. Group nI vas to be cOIIIpriaed of individual. 
that did not pos.e.. a full cOIIpl.iment of teeth. Kembor. of this group had 
trOll two to eight posterior teeth Dli8aing. the laat group (Group IV) Wal to 
be made up of individuals that had loat all their teeth. The aubjecta in 
this group we" to be t •• ted without any artificial appliances in thft lIlOuth. 
" 
A further compariaon vu to be made between the member. of each group to 
determine whether aimilaritiea in lIWICular activity uiated concomitant with 
a similarity of dental type •• 
The apparatus deaign made it possible to govem the rate at which each 
aubject Wal to tum his head. So, as a final source of variation each sub-
ject wu to be tested at three rates of $peed. 'the apeeds were to be general-
ly referred to as alow, mediWll and fast, but had actual. value. aa.igned to 
them. 
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The average length of time that it took for one light apot to traverae 
the acreen at the alow apeed. WaaI 3.90 seconds, at the medium speed 2.85 
seconda, and 2.33 aeconds at the fast speed. The subjects turned their 
heads to the left on an average of eleven times per minute at the alow 
speed. A.t the mediwa speed the head was turned fourteen times. A.t the 
fast speed the patients turned their heads on an average of nineteen t.iales. 
The incidence of activity of a D1Uscle W&I measured by mar.king it. base 
line at the first sign of repeated deflections in excess of one lIilliMter. 
This urk wu then extended tranaversely to the time bue line and the 
nUDiler of elapaed deciaeconda counted from this point back to the point 
where the light spot first touched the acreen. Cessation of t.etivity of 
a auacle vas similarly measured except that the baae line was marked when 
the firat deviation Ie •• than one mllliraeter VB noted. Duration of activity 
of a muscle was equal to the time dilferenee between the incidence and 
cessation of activity of that muacle. .' . 
1. &lectrode Placement 
The first step in preparing the subject vu to locate the areas for 
electrode placement. Anterior tibers of the right and lett temporal muscle. 
were located by palpation when the subjects teeth were in forced. occlusion 
(Figurea 10 and 11). Areaa overlying these tibers were marked and shaved 
clean of hair. The anterior belliea of the right and left digastric muacles 
were similarly located and marked near their respective insertion points, 
on ~he inner surface of the mandible, near the symphysis (Fig~~l. 
/~-~, lr--~" \' 
\ 
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Superior fibers of the trapezius muscles were located by a slightly more 
elaborate process (Figure 13). The subject vas asked to bend his head 
forward making the seventh cervical vertebra prominent. From this promin-
ence a vertical line was drawn to the OCCipital protruberance. Then the 
subject waa instructed to turn his head horizontally to his left, maximally. 
When the head was turned, the auperior fibera were taut and readily located. 
'1'h.ia area was marked on the side having the contracted lllUScle, and the 
superior fibers of the opposite trapezius muacle were marked a comparable 
distance from tho midline. 
All of the ma.rked areas were cleared of surface residue and oila by 
rubbing with gause saturated with 70% ethyl alcohol, and the akin resistance 
vas lowered by rubbing with gause impregnated with electrode jelly. 
Electrodes were placed over the marked areas and held aecurely while 
collodion solution wu apread over their periphery and the adjacent akin. 
In each cue the electrode lead wire vaa taped to the skin vith approximate-
ly an inch of alack between the tape and the electrode. fhi.s was done tc 
prevent electrode displacement during the v!.gorcus movementa of the head and 
neck (.Figure 13). After electrcde jelly vas forced under the electrodes 
with a syringe and blunted needle (Figure 14), the resistance of all elec-
trode. vu checked. Any electrode that offered resistance greater than 
two thousand 0l:uDs was either reattached or had more electrode jelly forced 
under it. 
2. Preparation of Apparatua for Recording 
b 
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Following the re.istance measurement of the skin, the .ubject v ... 
seated in the Faraday cage. The lights of the optical cOlllponent were turned. 
on and the drive motor started. While the lights moved aeross the screen 
the subject was instructed to relax and adjust to his test surroundings. 
The electromyograph was then energized and a calibration signal consiating 
of a sine vave, sixty cycles per second at one hundred. microvolts peak, vas 
sent into it. The gain of each channel vas adjusted until the excursion 
of each recording pen vas 7 mUl.iaeters on each aide of ita bue line per 
100 microvolts. The time-base marker was turned on and the events-marker 
cam wu checked for aynchroniam with the appearance of each light on the 
screen. 
\ib.en eYerytw':lg was functioning properly, the electrode lead virel were 
plugged into the terminal box and the subject vas briefed on the test proce-
dure. 'irat, he would follow the moving spot of light from ita point of 
appear_ce on the screen in front of him to ita disappearance at his lett. 
Second, he was to learn about how fast the light traveled around the' acreen. 
Third, he was to note how much time he had in which to return his head to 
the midline and begin to foUow the succeeding light. The subject was told 
that hi. movements would be recorded at three different .peeds, that each 
recording period would be about one minute in duration, and that there would 
be no .et pattern tor the aequence of speeds. This was done in accordance 
with the randomn.ization program of the experiment. 
3. Recording Procedure 
The subject vas instructed to cough, Rallow, and make any movement he 
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felt necessary and then to relax. After a few moment;j the crystograph and 
its drive motor were turned on and rest activity was recorded. He was then 
told to follow the moving lights Wltll commanded to stop. Approximately 
fifteen seconds later. the moving chart was marked and exactly one minute 
later it wu marked again. The subject was allowed to rotate his head for 
another fifteen seconds. He was then instructed to stop following the 
lights and relax. After approximately a fifteen second recording of rest 
activity the crystograph vas turned otf. Next, the drive motor for the 
lights wu altered to tum at another speed. Recording of JIlUscular activity 
at this second speed followed exactly the same pattern as was just described. 
A third setting of the drive motor rotated the light cluster at a third 
speed and the recording Qf muacular activity again followed the established 
procedure. 
Following the recording ot muscular activity at the three speeds the 
resistance between the skin and electrodes ~aa rechecked, and all electrodes 
were removed. Forty-five Ddnute. later all electrodes were re-attached and 
the entire procedure wal repeated. 
In each recording procedure, the selection of speeds was done at random. 
The same pattern vas never purposely followed from subject to subject or 
from replication to replication. 
The standard calibration signal vas again recorded for each subject 




A.. Incidence of loUaeular Ac:tiTity 
Whc the light spot firat appeared OIl the aueen and began ita pusage 
to the lett, a abort periocl of ti.lle elapsed before action potentials frOll 
any of the aix .. elea were observed. The incidenee of musc:ular actiTity 
and the sequeDCe or order in Wieh it oecurtd. among the six JIIWIcles meaaured 
waa noted at the moment action potentiala appeared on the preTioualy quiet 
(&MG) bue line. 
The points on the graph iB '1&. (16) are repruentatiTe of the aTerages 
of the total D.UBlber of readings for the incidence of muscular actiTity of 
all six .sele8 of all sUt .... subjects. Since there were two replieations, 
and dupllcate readinga were taken during e.-::h replic:ation, eYery poiBt on 
" 
" 
the graph represents an _erage of 6-4 readinp. At the fut speed it took 
2.33 aacoDd. for one light spot to traYer'.e the length of the .ereen. This 
wu followed by a tiJae lapse of .8 aecODda before the next light appeared on 
the sere.. During th1a time the subject returned his head to the normal. 
forward position. The .ubject vaa able to follow the aoTing light a ahort 
distanee by aimply turning hi8 eyes. He waa then foreed to turn his head 
and follow the r_aind.er of the path becau.ae of the spectacle. that lillited 
the horisontal field of Tuion. (l)serTation of fig. 16 sOO1l8 the lett 
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trapezius DIl8cle redered a _uurable action potential .9 aecODda after the 
aubject first saw the light at the beginniDg of the screen. Notable actiOll 
potentials arising from the raaind.r of the muaclu were recorded. in the 
following orders right anterior digastric muscle, 1.32 seconds, left anter-
ior digastric JIllscle, 1.35 seconds, right trape.ius muscle and right tellporal. 
DlUscle, 1.38 seconds, and left temporal muscle, 1.54 seconcis. The order in 
which the muscles became active at the three speeds is as followss 
1. Group. 
Fast Speed 
rIrat ••••• Lelt Trapezius 
SecODd •••• Right D1gastric 
Third. ••••• Lett D1gutric 
Fourth •••• Right Trape.iua, Right Temporal 
Fifth ••••• .Left Temporal 
MediUll $pel! 
,Irst..... tt Trape.ius 
Secand •••• Right DigastriC 
Third ••••• Right Trape.iu, Right Taaporal 
Fourth •••• Left Di&aatric 
Fifth ••••• Left Te1IfOral 
Slow ~ed' 
FIr.t ..... left Trap_ius 
SecODd. •••• Right Trape.ius 
Third ••••• Ri&ht Digastric 
Fourth •••• Left DigastriC 
Fifth ••••• Ri&ht r.-poral 
Sixth ••••• lett Temporal 
A gross comparison of the incidence of auacular activity between groups 
is ahovn. in Fig. 17. Each point 011 the graph represents the total number of 
readings from all six muacles for an entire group, an average of 96 readings. 
At the fast speed, the edentulous group (IV) bec .. active 1.24 seconds after 
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the light b.,. ita circular path. The 1l0naaJ. group (I) shoved IICtiYity' 
atter 1.27 aecODda, Group II alter 1.27 a.co.a, aDd the partially edentuloua 
group (III) after 1.43 aeconda. A COlipariaoD b.tween the four teat group. 
rev.ala the foUov.ing a.quenc. for 1DcU ... c. of oyeral1 ataculal' actiYity 
at the thr.. apeeda I 
2. Daya 
rut Sp.'" 
fIrat ••••• Qroup IV 
SecODd. •••• Oroup I 
Third ••••• Group II 
rourth •••• Group UI 
mil. Speed ~t ••••• aroup IV 
SecODd •••• Qroup III 
Third ••••• Oroup I 
rourth •••• Qroup II 
Slow §peed 
rirat ••••• Qroup IV 
Second •••• Group II 
Tb1rd ••••• Qroup III 
rourth •••• Oroup I 
Fig. 18 18 a graph ahoviag the coapariaoa of the incidence of atacular 
activity that took plac. b.twMD the teat daya. Each point on the graph 
r'PreaeDt. the .... rag. for incidence of .. cular IICtiyity for all mac1ea 
of the four aubjecta tested 011 that day, an ay.rag. of 96 r ... Uap. At the 
fut apeed, the ...... rag. readings for Saturday ahow action potentiala vera 
first noted at 1.8 a.conda. Sundayta readinga r..,.eal that action potentials 
were first noted at 1.24 seconds. \iednead.ayts reading wu 1,,38 aecoMs, and 
Tuesday was last at 1.5 seconda. A CC8pal'uon betvec the four teat daya 
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reY.al.a the ferl101d.Dg .equence tor 1ncidence ot ov.ral1 atacular activity at 
the three .peed., 
rut S2.ed. 
FIr.t ••••• Saturday 
secon4 •••• SuDday 
Third ••••• Wedn.sday 
Fourth •••• Tu.aday 
MediUJll JR!!4 
ffiat ••••• Saturday and Sunday 
_ODd •••• Wednesday 
Third ••••• Tu.aday 
~J§n«\ 
, st ••••• ~ 
Sec ODd. •••• saturday 
rbiPd ••••• Vedn.sday 
Fourth •••• Tueadq 
Th. ditt.renc. between the readings recorded. on Saturday and Sunday shoy 
thea to be onl,. .1 .econd apll"t. Tuesday and Wedneaday al .. o beh ..... ad .. .iJI1J.ar-
1y, their re.pectiye readiaa .. being .1 aecOJKl apart. The read1.np at the 
_ilia .peed rey.al Saturd.q and Suaday were exactly alik.. Wedno'4..,..,.. 
" 
b. conaUered as part ot thia .... group beeau... the incidence ot .. cul .. 
a::tiyity OIl thia clay Y&I recordecl 0Dl7 .06 aecODds later. Measur8leJ1t.. ot 
the iDcidenc. ot aacular activity d.ur1Dg TIlead..,.. a te.tine .howd no record-
able action potential. until 2.1 .ecODd. .. , .5 .econd .. later than at the other 
thr.e days. 
At the slow.peed the SuDdq group re.pODded tir .. t at 2.16 .ecoDda. 
Saturday was next at ~.24 aecODd.. (.08 .. econds later than Sund.ay), Wednesday 
yu third at 2.41 .. econda, aDd 'l'ue.cl..,. 11&8 lut, action potentia1~ tir.t 
!tnn 
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3. re.t Periocla 
The total iac1dence ot IIIl8cular actiyitT that occured OYer a certain 
teat .,.riod vu crouped together -.t c~ar.t with the .acular actiyity of 
each oth .. teat period. .ria. 19 18 a graph llluatratiag the coaparisoD ot 
the total iDcid_ce ot .. Gular actiyity betwa the tour teat perioda. 
&lch point on the vaph repre •• ta the ....... ot 96 rMdinp. Oba...,ation 
ot the graph at the tut .pe ........ al. the ir&ciduce of aaacular IAltiyity 
at the fut apeed. to occur at 1.U.ecODda 4uriDg the teat .,.riod b.,buaing 
at 3 r.H. lD.cideace of IAlti'Y1t7 4urJac the 10 4.H. teat period occur"- at 
1.32 secODd.. The 8 A.H. teat period 8howd the 1ac.idence of actiyity 
appearecl at 1.34 secODd., and. the 1 r.H. teat 1*'1od figures indJ.cate the 
1nc~e of actiyitT tirst at 1.49 second.. A coapariaon betwen the tour 
t .. t period. ntre&1.. the tollo'td.Dg .equence for incidence ot Oy.rall IIl8CU-
1ar actiyity at the thre. speeds • 
.rut §peM 
,tr.t ..... 3 P.H. 
SecOlld •••• 1O 4.H. 
'l'tainI ••••• 8 A. ll. 
Fourth •••• l P.H. 
map SHr at..... P.ll. 
SecODd •••• lO A.H. 
ThJ.rd ••••• 1 r. ll. 
10urth •••• s 4.M. 
~ \!Ie! ~t ..... 3 P.M. 
Secoad •••• l0 A.M. 
Third ••••• l P.M. 
Fourth •••• s A.M. 
r 
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At aU three speeds the incidenee of _scular acti'f'1ty occured. first dUPiDc 
the 1 P.M. teat p .. 1OO, aDd secoDd. at the 10 A.M. teat period. 'the 1 P.M. 
teat period and. the 8 A.H. teat period appeared thJ.r4 aDd fourth in the 
.equence at the llediula and alov apetda only. 
4. SUb jecta 1d:thia the Groups 
rica. 2.1 throuP 34 reTe&1 to 81acular MhaYior of each of the aixteen 
.ubjects 1a the study. Bach :1ad1Yi4ual poaph show a IIlScle-for-ausc1e 
Caap&riaOil betweea th. tour aubjecta ot a group at ODe of the deaipated 
.peeda of held rotation. BY..,.. po1at 011 the graph reproesenta 111 .. erage 
of two duplicate Nadbp taka within 1:Vc replications. Cb ...... atioD of 
liga. 23 throuch 34 r..,e&1. a 1 .. ,. degree of 'f'arian.ce :in the beh&Tior of 
the subjects v1th1n each croup when the points of .tncidence of atscular 
activity .. e compared. 
B. c..sation of }baculll" 4etlT1ty 
The tetll:laatioll or ceaaatlO1l of aaacle actiyity 1IfU assumed to haTe 
tak ... plIce _. action pot_tJ.a.U trOll the :bIdJ:ridual _ac1ea ceued to 
appear. The point of c .. satlon -..aeuurerl 1D. UDita of tiae b.:k to the 
po1D.t where the light first appeared 011 tha screen. 
All point. OIl the grapha deaotiq the cessation of JlUBcular activity 
wre cCllputed. 1D. the ... WMJ1er' U were the points tor incidence of 8lSCU-
1 .. etiTity. 
rig. 16 is the graphical repru_tatiOll ot the cessation ot auscular 
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activity. Each point is a composite ct all readings taken trom all aubjecta 
fer one JJlU8cle. At the fast speed action poteu.tiala disappeared fram the 
right and left anterior diga.strie muscles a.t 2.60 seconds, closely followed 
by the right tempora1lUUScle (2.62 seconds). Cessation of acti'Yity of the 
lett trap_ius Dll.SClc uu recorded at 2,64 seconds. The right trapesius 
aaele ceased to be actiTe attar 2.60 secorui3, and activity from th~ left 
temporal muscle was found to cease after 2.67 seconds. 
lhe llIlWclea cecuoo to yield action potentials in the following order. 
1. Groupa 
i? SJee4 
st ••••• Lttt Temporal 
SecODd •••• lU.&bt Temporal, laft Digutrk, 
Right Digastric, lAtft Trapaius 
'fh.1rd ••••• Right Trapec.:1us 
'lb.e aYa-age t1mea at vb.1ch cuaation of JalSCular &eti'Yity v .. noted tor 
each teat group, Ippean in Fig. 17. At the fast speed, action potentials 
yielded by Qrooup U .topped appearing 2.54 aecODda after the light 11 .. first 
3e .. on tM sc~e... Action potentJ.t.U yielded br Group III stopped appearing 
tnz 
2.51 seconds atter the light was first aeen on the screen. croup IV stopped 
yielding action potenti&1a at 2.59 seconda, and Group I stopped at 2.66 
seconds. A caapariaon of IIIWJcular activity between tho four test groups 
reveals action potentials ceued being active in the following order at 
the three speeds of head rotationa 
mtlred st ••••• Group II 
Secoad •••• Group III 
Third ••••• Group If 
Fourth •••• Group I 
Hed!H! §H~ 
'li.t..... aup II 
Second •••• Group III 
Third ••••• Group IV 
rourth •••• Group I 
S~hm '.e ..... Group II and IV 
Second •••• Group I 
!bird ••••• Group III 
The cessation of muscular .activity recorded for Group II, occured first 
at all three speeds of head rotation. Groups III, IV, and I were .~oad, 
third and fourth reapectively at the aediwa aDd fut apeeda only. At the 
alov apeed, Group IV shared the fir.at position with Group II. 'lhe ee.a .... 
tion of IlUacular activity recorded for Groupa I and III shoved they did not 
follow the aao order they did at the JIOdiua and fut apeeds. 
2. Daya 
The average tt.a at which cessation of a.ulcular activity 1IU noted 
during each test day is shown in Fig. 18. At the fut speed, all IIWIcular 
activity recorded on Saturday was noted to ceue at 2.44 aaeonds. On 
r 
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lI!ldnesday, the cessation of IlUScular activity occured at 2.60 second..s. On 
Sunday, the cessation of muscular activity was recerded at 2.62 secouds, and 
011 Tuesday at 2.81 seconds. A comparison of JJlUScular activity between the 
tour test days reveals actioi.1 potentials ceased being active in the lollow-
ing order at the three speed.s of head rotatione 
!~t Sr!-
lirst ••••• Saturd., 
Secoad •• ~.wednesd~ 
Third ••••• Sunday 
,ourth •••• Tuead~ 
~UDl S~ed ii •. : •. !aturda, 
Second ...... \iedneaday 
1'h1rd ••••• Sunday 
fourth ....... Tuesday 
Slo!..§~ 
lust •..... Saturdq 
Second .... ,~ WedDesda;y 
Third ••••• , Sundq 
Fourth ., ••.• ..ru..ad.ay 
l'he sequence ia which cess&tiOA of IIlWJcUlar Ktivity vas recorded dUJ"ing 
each dq of teatiD& J"8JI&iDed unchanged at each of the three apeeda of held 
rotatiOll. 
3. Teat 'eriod.a 
A cCDlpariaOl1 ot the cenation times of DIWIcular activity between each 
of the four test periods appears in lig. 19. ObolerY'ation of the data re-
corded at the fast speed shows the cessation of action potentials occured 
a.t 2.49 secQllds dar.ing th 8-10 A.~. test period. Duri.n.g, the 1-3 P.M. period, 
action pctentials were no longer yielded after 2.60 aeconds. Action poten-
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tials ceased being noted at 2.60 seconds at the 10-12 A..M. period, aDd at 
2.86 aecODd.s during the 3-5 P.M. pe.riod. When compared at the three speeds 
of head rotation, the cessation of JIIUIcular activity recorded during the 
four test perioda occured in the follow1n& order. 
F~t SR!ed ~at ••••• 8-l0 A..~ 
Second •••• 1-3 P.M. 
Tbird ••••• 1o-l2 A..M. 
Fourth •••• 3-5 '.M. 
~ium 'Reed 
st ••••• ~ A..M. 
SOcoud •••• l.-3 P.K. 
'lh.int ••••• 8-10 A. M. 
rourth •••• J-5 P.M. 
S~ SJ!ed 
, t ••••• 8-10 A.M. 
Secoud •••• 1-3 P.M. 
Third ••••• lo-l2 A.M. 
Fourth •••• 3-5 P.M. 
It should be noted. that the 1-3 r.M. period and the 3-5 P.M. period 
couiatently occupied the aecoDd IDd tourtbpositiona respectively, at all 
., 
three speeds. The 8-10 A.M. period and the 10-12 A.M. period occupied the 
first aDd third positions respectively, at the alovand fut periods only. 
At the lIlediuDl speed, their poaitiona were reYersod. 
4. Subjects within groups 
&X.ination of riga. 23 throu&h 34 show the SI1M large degree of vari.. 
mee between sub Jecta of .. group u vas obaened when the incidence of 
muscular activity was cOIIIpared between subjects, 
r 
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C. Duration of Huscular Activity 
A cor:i.paruon of the length of time each muscle yielded notable action 
potentials is shown ill Fig. 16. Wh..::n the head was rotated 90 degrees to 
the left, the duration of continuous activity recorded from the left trap-
I;}zius .Il1U.acle vaa greater than any of the other muscle. te.ted, at all 
three spew. The length of time that notable action potent1ala were 
recorded trOll the lett temporal msele 'Vu leas than that tor any ot the 
other auaelea te.ted. Duration titaes toeeorded froll the r1ght trapeaiua, 
right temporal, right digutrio, and lett digastric JIWIclea occupied inter-
mediate poaitiona between the time. not.! tor the left trapeaiua aad lett 
t-.poral muacle •• 
CHAPmR IV 
DISCUSSION 
J.. Poatura1 position of head and aand.ible. 
Postura1 activity in the teapora1 and anterior bellies of the d!&utric 
atBcles were .tudieci on .ixteen subjecta. Fourteen of the.e moved no 
activity in the anterior fib ... of the right aDd. left ta.poral •• clea, and 
the anterior bellies of right and left digastric .. cle.. This is in agr .... 
aent vith the fiDdinga of Kelton and Wright (1949), Carlsoo (1952) and 
J arabak (1957) who also noted the absence of action potent1&1.s when record.-
ing poatura1 activity. 
Two aubjects DOwel aOM electrica1 activity in both t8Bporal mo.sclas 
while the lIIIIdible wu at rut. The first of the.e, a aellbar of the eden-
tulous teat group, yielded occaaional .!n&le motor unit potentials si.n ar 
to those recorded by Car1aoo (1952) from. th~ .tempora1 I11118cle. vhen the 
mandible vas at rest. Rodriguea, Oeater, Fud.e_ and Fia.eU (1957) attribute 
the appearance of aingle motor unit potentials to slight poatural changes. 
The other subject, a member of teat Group II, gaTe a regular pattern of low 
amplitude activity trc.a both temporal BUscles when the mandible vas as.WIled 
to be in rest position. After questioning the subject it vas discloaed that 
he had misinterpreted instructions and va holding his upper and lower teeth 
in light contact with each other. The aubject vas instructed again and. this 
time yielded results that were acceptable. Nevertheless, the action poten-
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tials given by the temporal aLlCles when the teeth vere brought into light 
contact, support the finding. of Jarabak (1957) for this .I .. action. 
B. Behavior of the superior fibers of the right and left trapezius m.cles 
during rotation of the head to the left. 
Ob.enation of 1,440 JllY'ograu mad. during rotation of the head. to the 
lett showed action potential. arising troa the !!!s. trapezius DD.l8cle before 
they were elicited in the right trapesius mu.scle. It is curious to note 
that the muscle partially responsible for the lateral rotary JIlOvement of 
the head yielded action potentials after those observed froa its antagonist. 
The explanation probably lies in the concept of the stretch reflex. 
The .challism of the stretch reflex, tirat deacribed by Liddell and 
Sherrington (1925), applied to the left trapeziua DD.l8cle would proceed 
thualy. As the head. ia rotated to the lett, the lett trapesius muscle is 
stretched. Muscle spindlea JUde up of int.ratusal fibers acattered through.. 
" 
out the muacle are stimulated and .eDd. afterent impulse. to the .pinal cord. 
Here excitatory connection ia JUde with the BlOtOnourona of the ... IlUacle 
and it contracts reflexly. 
A ccmparison of myogr .... made during the controlled rotary JIlOVeMllt 
of the head. to the left, and the accelerated return movement revealed 
significant difference. in the behavior of the right and left trapezius 
muacles. First, a description of the activity demonstrated by the lett 
trapesius mu.cle. Action potential. arising froa this JIIlscle were recorded 
trom the time the head began to rotate to the left until it had. turned 90 
r 
degrees to the lett. At this point the frequency and aaplitude of the 
action potentials wu maximal. As the head started its return to the 
normal forward position, the frequency and amplitude di.rainiahecl. Finally .. 
ill activity ceased .. when the hec returned to ita no:nul position. 
The activity recorded trca the right trapezius muscle followed the 
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aame pattern as that ot the lett trapezius auacle for the movement mentioned 
above, but the action potentials appeared somewhat later. During the return 
JIOvement of the head, the right trapeaius muscle behaved differently than 
the left. Actually two types of behavior vere discernible. At times the 
action potentials decreased in frequency aDd 8IIpl.itude concOBdtantly with 
those of the left trapezius muscle, then after a brief period of electri-
cal. silence there vu a short burst of activity as the head. neared the 
normal postural position. At other tiaes during accelerated retum of 
the head, there vas a greu.al decrease in frequency and auaplitude of 
action potentials from the right trapeZius ~le. 'DJ.i.s often lasted 
until the head wu back in the normal position. 
The sudden disappearance of action potentials from the left trapezius 
muscle during the return of the head to ita normal position ahow thia 
mscle was not electrically active during thia movement. Other muscles, 
namely the left sternocleidom.a.stoid, lett longua cervicia, rectus poaterior 
major, aDd obliquua interior not a part of this study, were more likely 
responsible for the rotary DlOYeDllmt. 
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C.. Behavior of the anterior bellies of the right and left digastric muscles 
during rotation of the head to the left. 
Action potentials from both right and left digastric muacles appeared 
simultaneously, shortly after the he.ad began to turn to the left. The 
activity of these muscles was interpreted as a reflex contraction du~ to 
activation of the stretch receptors withi.'1 the digastric muscles. The 
concomitant appearance of the action potentials from the digastric muscles 
was probably due to the close proximity of the two muscl~s and to their 
synergistic mode of act-lOlA. 
ObSerl&tion of the digastric muscle action pot~ntials .nen the head 
wu turned SO degrees left showed a similar increase in amplitude and. 
frequency as witnessed in the rig..'1.t and left trape4ius muscles. 
As tue head began to return to its normal position there was a 
sudden decrease in. frequency and amplitude of action potentials from. 
both digastric JI'.C.1Scles. These mu.scles reached an isc~lectric state 
when tho head returned to its normal position. 
When the head is rotated to the left ~~e mandible proceeds with it. 
The mandibl.e is also slightly eleVated. Both of these actions tend to 
change the position of the hyoid bone. Halbert (1958) showed, Gl~ctro­
myographically~ that th., right infrahyoid muscle yielded a sizable amount 
of activity wh~n the head was rotated to the left. Tnis activity was 
interpreted as rosistance to a left lateral displacement of th.e hyoid 
bone. Fixation of the hyoid bone by cc,ntractioll of th.a b.frahyoid 
r 
S2 
muscles caused the ante1"1or bellies ot the digastric IlUBcles to be stretched 
u the chin point of the lII&Ddible moved away from the hyoid bone, during 
the rotation of the head. 
The digastric IllUScles were increasingly stretched as the heal con-
tinued to turn to the lett aDd the distance between the chin point and the 
hyoid bOlle lengthened. Th1a resulted in the further recruit.nt of DlOtOl" 
units within the digaatric auacles) demonstrated by the increase of amp-
litude aad frequency of their actien potentials. A.s the head returned to 
i1:.l normal to1"V&l"d. position, a norm&1. relation between the mandible and. 
hyoid bone was again established. 'lhia, in turn, restored the balance 
between the intrabyold and supra.b.yoid IIlBculature. When this equilibrium. 
'JCC"Q'!1Xl there was a disappearance of electrical activity in both digastric 
muacles. 
D. Behavior oftha anterior fibers of the, right and left temporal muscles 
during rotation of the head to the left.' 
.Action potentiala recorded. frODl tho anteeior fibers of the right 
temporal JllU.icle appeared concomitantly with those of both digastric muacles 
at tha outset of the viaually directed (describ.ad in }1ethods) JIlOVement of 
th~ head. to tho left. The superior fiber. of the left teiHporal liW.Iicle 
elicited action potentials aftar those of ~ right tawporal muscle. rae 
activity of tha temporal lDUScl.s, in thia instancG, Wa.i interpreted. as 
refiu: contraction ari.il,ng frOll the :itretching of the muscle spindle. 
(str~tch ead organa). 
r 
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When the head was rotated 90 degrees to the left action potentials 
frout both temporal muacle$ were maximal. As the head started to return to 
a nor.mal position action potentials of the temporal muacles decreased. 
linally, electrical activity ceased when the head reached ita normal posi-
tion. 
When the mandible u.sumed a normal resting attitude the temporal BIUS-
cles were in a state of equiUhrium. viththe suprahyoid and infrahyoid 
II.LIcles. At this point these JIlU8cles were electrically .silent. When the 
head began tu.ming to the left, the hyoid DilUscles were stretched and con-
tracted reflexly (Page 51). This action of the hyoid DUScles tended to 
alter the postural position of the mandible, but vas counteracted by the 
reflex contraction of the temporal. muscles each time the head was rotated. 
Action potent.ialA ceued to be :recorded frOll the te.lllporal .muacles when 
the head returud to the nonaal position because the pullin, effect of the 
contrlCted digutric auacl •• 1IU reduced.' 
E. Behavior of the test group" and subjectoi within the group. 
When planning the st&tj,aticaJ. design of ~ aA'}lerimellt it was decided 
that .dxteen subjects would represent tl fair aued sample. Thu total s8lple 
wu subdivideJ into four individual groupa, each group cor.;prued of four 
aubjectii. rile illdividu.al groups were d~si&nat~d Groi4p I, CI.~OUp II, Croup III, 




groups during rotation of the head to the left is repreaented graphically 
in Figures 11, 20, 21, and 22. Analysis of this data show the sequence 
of electrical activity &os it 1fU recorded from each test JRILIcle during the 
three speeds of head rotation did not differ significantly due to the rel .... 
tion of upper awl lower teeth, or to the D.WIber of teeth present. Figure .. 
23 through 34 illustrate graphically the IIIl8cular activity compared between 
the subjects of each group at each speed. of head rotation. Thes. data re-
veal. a total. lack ot correlation between the subjects within each test group. 
The lack of correlation. observed in these data .shows the relation of 
upper to lower teeth or the wanee of teeth in the jaw, did not signifi-
cantly alter the sequence of actiyity recorded frOll the .... c1ea UDder ob-
servation. duriDg rotation of the head to the left. Theae ob.erYat10na agre. 
with the cephalometric tiDdiDp of Brodie (1941) and ThompSOD. (1946) re-
gardiDg the Jl&intenance of the ttreat po.ition- of the lI81dib1e and the 
presence or ab.enee of teeth. 
F. Behavior of IIlWJcle8 govel"lliDg lIl&lld.ibular po.ture 8tudied, during various 
tiM.. ot the day. 
Analysis ot variance Table8 I, ll, III, and IV indicate the t.iae of day 
had a significant effect on. the onset of electrical activity recorded trOll 
the test .... cle., during head rotation. '1'he sequence in vh1ch electrical. 
activity" ... deaonatrated by each muscle remained constant (Figure 16). A 
deta.1led description of the test periods appears on. pages 31 and 32 • 
.Action. potentials from the test !lUSc1e. appeared later during the test 
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periods following a night of reat and the noon rest period. .Action poten-
tiala recorded at the a.i,d...aw)rning and late afteraeon pericxla appeared earlier 
than tho~e recorded after perioda of rest. 111e conclusion dravn from thia 
ia that periods of reat and work in:f'luenced the rate at which the auacles 
associated with lIlaaUbular posture responded, during rotation of the held. 
The probable explaD.ation for these results is that the phenomenon of fatigue 
was chieny reapouible for the alterationa demoutrated in. the electrical 
behavior of the auacles. I. OTleY arid Farrel (1941) in. a study ot the iDfluence of locoJlOtion 
on the plantar reflex stated. 
The results of audnation of the plantar reflex during and alter exer-
tion showed that with the illere .. e in duration and aeTerity of exertion, the 
atensor response developed JIOre trequently and bec_ more conapicuous and 
the threahold of reapoue rose cODCurrently. On the other hand, a reat ot 
ono to two hours restol"ed a nonul flexor response in IlOst ot the subjects. 
It ab.ould be evident that fatigue ... a apecitic factor in cauaing the 
chagea in the plantar refica to develop. 
G. Beh&fior of auacles governing lI8Ild.ibular posture studied during certain 
days of the wok. 
ProTiaioll was made in the design of thi.I exper1alent to cOllp&r8 the 
electrical actiTity of the llUdibular postural JIIWIcles during head rotation, 
on certain days of the WMk. 
The da.:,ys selected vera Satu:rda.y, Sunday, Tue,day and. Wednesday. Satur-
dq and Sundq were cholen because they represent da.:,ys of reat to JIOat 
1ndiTiduals. Tuellday and Wedneaday on the other hand, represent the middle 
(If thlil vorki.ng week, days of activity. Tables I, II. III and. IV indicate 
the different test uayB e..X6rted a significant infiuence on the onset of 
electrical activity recorded fr()D1 the test DlUscles, during head rotation. 
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rhe date (Figure lS) showa action potentials recorded during bead 
rotation on the days of rest appeared soon after the movement 11... initiated. 
The action potentials recorded. during heal rotation on the dap of work, 
appeared JalCh later than those recorded on the daya of :rest. 
'atigue is probably chiefly reapoD.dble tor the ditference. obaened.. 
The need for further research in this area is indicated. 
I. Comparison of all JlU5cular activity at the three speeds of head rotation. 
The three speeda at which the head tIU prompted to turn, &tlee ted the 
1Dcidence, duration, and cessation of ataeular activity proportionately. 
No other difference wu noted (I':i.iurea lS, J6 aDd 37). 
r 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARf AND CONCLUSIONS 
rho intluonee of ch.a.ugea in head po.sture on mandibular poature waa 
studied with the electromyographic technique. The muscles .studied were 
representatives of groups that &reidentified, more or lesa, with specific 
functiona. rhe muacles studied were the elevators and the depreasors of 
the mandible. The rotator. of the head were also studied. The teat sample 
conaisted of sixteen subjects and the sources of variation were muaclea, 
groups or dental types, subjects within the groups, houra of the day, daya 
of the week, and three apeeds of head rotation. 
A.. SUJiIlIary 
1. a) When the mandible was in ita nonnal postural attitude all of 
the muaclea aasoeiated vi th ita po.sture were at rest." Thia 
reat was identified by the iaoelectrie atat. in the.. ~lea. 
b) On. subject gave .lingle motor unit potentiall fram the temporal 
muaclea when the mandible vaa at reate This Val attributed to 
alight changea in the poatural position ot the mandible. 
2. When the head was rotated. to the lett at a known. increment of speed, 
the left trapezius muscle yielded ac tiOIl potentials that were at-
tributed to reflex atretch contraction. The rigbt trapezius muscle 
reaponaible, in part, for this rotation elicited action potentials 





right aternocleidom.aatoid. muscle is primarily reaponaible for rota-
tion of the head to the left, and the right trapezius 1i1U.icle is 
aynergilltic .in thiB act. 
3. Aa the head rotated further away from its normal postural position, 
the digastric muscles, along with the other hyoid muscles, COll-
tracted reflexly. The temporal muscles contra.cted reflexly becawae 
additional pull was exerted. on the mandible by the reflex contrac-
tions of the hyoid musclea in their attempt to maintain the hyoid 
bone in its normal position. 
4. When the head began to retum to a normal position all muscular 
activity ceased, with the exception of some reaidual action poten-
tiala in the right trapeziua .mu.Icle. ThiB muscle, and othera not 
atudied, were apparently a.ctive in controlling the rotation. 
5. ~cular activity recorded. from. ~ivid.uali with different types 
.. 
of dental occlusions, and from individuala with m.iaaing teeth 
revealed the dentition bad no significant effect on the maJ.ntenance 
of mandibular posture •. 
6. The time of day had a significant influence on the onset of action 
potentiala recorded from the test DlJ..Ulclea during head rotation. 
Theae potentials were recorded later, following periods of reat, 
and earlier following periods of work. Fatigue, stress, and 
appreheuaion are no doubt reaponsible for the muacular behavior 
observed. 
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7. The days of the week when the tests were performed had a. signifi-
cant influence on muscular behavior. During rotation of the head. 
to the left, the action potentials yielded by the teat muscles on 
the days of rest were always seen to appear earlier than those 
recorded during working days. Fatigue I stress I and teIl8ion are 
very likely responaible for this behavior. 
8. No significant difference wu noted in the £luacular behavior due 
to the rate of speed the head turned. The changes aeen from speed 
to speed were all proportional. 
B. Concluaions 
Rotation of the head tends to alter mandibular posture, but the DlU8cles 
.ttachcd to the mandible (elevators of the jaw) resist this disturbance in 
poatural homeostuis by contracting reflexly. Such factors as occlusion, or 
the presence or wenee of teeth do not int~rfere with the maintenance of the 
poatural attitude of the mandible, bec .. e it' is under neuramuscular "control. 
Work or rest influence the acuity of response of the mandibular postural 
JIlUSculature • 
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Elect gr h, Oscilloscope, Andi signal 
erator and Crysto h 
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Figur 2 
Sub ject seated in Far ay cag. showing EJ. trode Terminal 





Crystograp aad Tillie-base Marker 
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rigur .. 
ter us in checking kin l"esiatance 
Figure 5 





Exterior of Faraday c~., Gear-box and 
Adjustable Speed l-fotol' 
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Figure 7 
Subject sho in rest position preparatory 
to making excursion to left. 
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Figure 8 
su: jeet vi~ pecia.lly conatructed spectacles that 
liIIit field of vision in h isontal direction 
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Figure 9 
Subject sho1m when head is in 




Right T para! Electrode in position 
Figure II 
Left T oral Recordipg Electrode and 
R tree Electrode in position 
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Figure 12 
R.i,.gb.t and left Dioastric Electrodes 
in position 
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'i e 13 
ght and 1 it Trap ziu Electrode 
in po ition 
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Figure 14 
Illustration of El ctrodo P te Being injected 
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Graph Uluatrat1D& tilt order in vbich notable ACtion 
pot_tial..t .... fir.t NeoN_ tl"Olll each of the .. cla. 
tuted .. the held .t&l"ted ita I'Otar7 lklt10n to the 
left. It &lao W,uatrate. tilt duration of the.e a_ 






























































Graph ahowiu& a cOIIIparbOll of the iDcideDOe 
aad cessation of oftr'allllllCular activity 
betweea groupa, bued 011 r •• UDp take froa 

































































Graph showing a cOIIIp4ri.ton at the incidence 
aDd ce •• ation of oYer&ll muscular activity 
betvetn te.t d~, bu. on readiJ:lp taken 
during the foUl' test days. (saturda:y, Sun-
d..,., Tuud.,., -.4 \1 ... 1.7) 
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'i&ure 19 
Qraph ,showing .. comparison ot the incidence 
am. c.asation of overall IlUscular activity 
between test periods, based on aTerage read-
~ takcan during the four test period.s. 
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figure 20 
Graph showing a comparison between the foUl' test 
groups for the ineiclence and cessation ot actiyity 
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Figure 21 
Graph :showing a COIIp&I"UOI1 betwen the foU!' teat 
groups for the lDcUence and. ce.sation of MtiTit'f 
of each IlUBcle at the aedia spe.t of head rotation. 
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e-c •• s.tion 
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Graph showing a comparison between the four test 
groups for the incideru:e and cessation of activity 
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Graph representing thAt •• rag. readings recorded from each of 
the four subjecta ot Group I for incidence and cesaation ot 
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Graph representing the .. erage reldiD.gs recorded froa each of 
the four subjects of Group II for inciduce and ce.sation of 
activity frOll each aaacle at the slow .peed of held rotation. 
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ri~a 25 
Graph representing the _erage readings recorded frOll each of 
the four subjects of Grollp III for incidence aad ce.aation of 
activity froa each muacle at the al.ow a,.. of head rotatioll. 
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lipre 26 
Graph representing the _wage reading, recorded froll e.,h of 
thft four subjecta of Group IV for .tac1dence &lid cessation of 
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figltre 27 Or. representin8 the .erage readings recorded troa each ot 
the tour subjects ot Group 1 for inc.ideDCe and cessation of 
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Figure 28 
Oraph r.pru8llt1ng the .... age readings recorded froa f.-eA of 
the four subjects of Group II for incidence aDd ceasatioa of 
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Gl"apb. representing the average readings recorded from each of 
the foUl' subjects of Group III for incidence ami cessation of 
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Graph representing the avet"ag9 r9l1dinga recordttd trom each of 
the four subjects of Group IV for incidence and cessation of 
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Figw-e 31 
Graph repreamtiDg the .... age readings recorded troll ellCh of 
the four subjects of Croup I for iDcidence aDd cesaation of 
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Figur. 32 
G.-aph r.pr .... ting the average reatinga recorded !rca e.h of 
the tout' aub jectl of GNup II for iDcidenc. -.4 c.ssation of 
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Oraph ... .,r ..... tina the ..... ac ..... 1d1up recorded tr. each of 
tho four aubject.i of (}I"(\l.lp III tor incidence tad c •• aaticn of 
actly1ty troa each -..ele at the rut .peed of head 1'"01:&tioa. 
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Graph .. ep .. e"ent1D& the ... rage reldinp .. ecoNed tl"Oa etch of 
the four aubjecta of Group IV tc.r incidence and ce.aation of 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Incidence of muscular actiTity' at alov apeecl 
"*" 
Analysis of V ari8llce Table 
DeINes &aot 
Sourc! of~om I ... • Mea seare 
Mosel .. 5 3,296.%1 659.24 
Group. 3 972.89 324.30 
Subject. 3 2,901.43 967.14 
Dqa 3 3,670.90 1,223.63 
Hour. 3 2,525.52 841.84 
Replicationa 1 .05 .05 
Duplicatea 192 8,928.88 46.51 
a..Uue 173 '2,891.26 16.71 
Total 383 25,187.14 
106 
Tabl, U 
Analysis at Va;riaQc. 'llble 
• 
- -
D ..... Sua of 
Source of l£!!4- .... Hyl SClUFe 
Huaclu 5 1,685.88 337.18 
GrOup.f 3 1,422.04 474.01 
Subjec~ 3 129.36 43.12 
Dqa 3 2,430.62 810.21. 
80U1". 3 685.21 228 • .to 
Repl.1catiou 1 75.35 75.35 
Duplicatea 192 4,352.15 
" 
22.67 
Reaiduo 173 963.86 5.57 




Incidence e>i muscular actiTity a.t fast speed 
Analysu of Variac. Table 
... ~ .. -_ ... .-.-.. ... 
h&!"MI s.. ot 
Sau", ot J'reed0il Sqyrea Meal Square , 
Muscles S 1,381.26 216.25 
Groups 3 214.33 11.44 
Subject. 3 519.55 113.18 
Dqa 3 1,164.81 588.29 
Houra 3 639.88 213.29 
RepllcatioDa 1 23.35 23.35 
Duplicates 192 ,,' 1,322.32 6.89 
Residue 113 561.11 3.28 
Total 383 6,433.34 
108 
Table IV 
r.nnin.ation of muscular a.c tivity a.t faat speed 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Analysis of Yariance Table 
• 
__________ ........ ___ ....... ______ --.-_ .. ~ __ JO- ~ __ _ 
Degrees Sua of 
of rreedom Square .. Mean Sguare __ 
Musc1.s 5 196.18 39.13 
Groups 3 291.83 97.27 
Subjects 3 135.64 45.21. 
Days 3 1,067.59 355,,85 
Hours 3 676.31 225.43 
RerUications 1 15.92 15.92 
Duplicates 192 2, J2l.70 12.09 
Residue 173 312.58 1.81 
Total 383 5,017.75 
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